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ABSTRACT

A conditional sampling strategy is described in which temperature, measured by
fine wire thermocouple, is used to trigger the acquisition of velocity data by
LDA. The technique permits the determination of a range of scalar-velocity
correlations, important to the development of flow field models, throughout a
simulated buoyant fire. The experimental data is incorporated into flux esti
mates which permit the assessment of mass, energy and momentum balances in two
distinctive, intermittently burning regimes in the buoyant flame.

INTRODUCTION

Natural fires are distinguished by the low initial momentum of the fuel
source. Subsequent fuel-air mixing and combustion are then strongly influenced
by buoyancy. The large-scale inhomogenities characteristic of buoyant mixing
pose particular difficulties in respect of both mathematical models, seeking to
predict rates of fire spread and flame shape, for example, and experimental
techniques, providing detailed information to guide and evaluate such models.
Several studies have been reported recently on turbulent flames subject to some
degree of buoyant influence which attempt detailed diagnosis of flame structure
and development (1-6). Probe techniques, notably fine wire thermocouples and
ionisation probes, and laser Doppler anemometry have been variously employed in
determinations of time-mean and fluctuating components of velocity and tempera
ture. Such measurements are not free from ambiguity since flame features of
differing scales and light scattering particles appear to propagate at different
mean speeds (6). However, despite this ambiguity, the microscopic insights
provided by LDA do discriminate between important alternative modelling pres
criptions. The present paper seeks to expand this experimental base by report
ing direct measurements of the turbulent heat flux, u'T', and related flow
properties in a turbulent buoyant flame. The joint determination of fluctuating
velocity and temperature is effected by conditional sampling of LDA velocity
using temperature, measured by a fine wire thermocouple, to trigger data acqui
sition.

Some recent comparisons between numerical prediction and experiment have
been encouraging (4, 7). Two-equation (k-s) turbulence modelling, incorpora
ting some buoyant influences and improved chemistry prescriptions, for example
a conserved scalar formulation with flamelet chemistry, has permitted some
macroscopic features, flame shape and mean properties, to be plausibly repro
duced.

Considerable uncertainty however surrounds the most widely suitable
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representation of the large-scale, unsteady flame motion so characteristic of
buoyant fires. Flame front flapping occurs, for example, at low frequency (~ 3
Hz), on scales comparable with the dimensions of the fire and may be highly ani
sotropic. The turbulent transport which results from such behaviour and which
in many respects more closely resembles a buoyant instability than fully
developed eddy transport is then poorly represented. Even the sense of the
turbulent flux, positive or negative, is uncertain in different parts of the
intermittently-burning turbulent flame. Preliminary investigations into the
simultaneous determination of velocity and temperature were reported by Walker
and Moss (6) and we report here the results of more extensive mapping of a simu
lated fire together with an assessment of their implications for control volume
balances of mass, momentum and energy. The particular interest in fire studies
is often to integrate the source into more general descriptions of air and com
bustion products movement in enclosures and this has focussed attention on
overall property balances. The contribution of turbulent fluxes to such balan
ces are frequently neglected. Joint measurements in buoyant flames have to date
been restricted to non-combusting plume regions, for example Nakagome and Hirata
(8).

Walker and Moss (6) discuss the advantages in buoyant flame applications
of LDA signal processing and analysis by photon correlation in comparison with
alternative techniques which rely on substantial artificial seeding. Although
the correlation technique permits velocity determination at the low signal-to
noise levels characteristic of laser light scattered from naturally occurring
seed particles, the velocity-time series is then made inaccessible. Direct
cross-correlation between velocity and temperature series is thus not possible
and a conditional sampling strategy at the time of data acquisition must be
employed.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAIL

The simulated fire comprises a porous refractory burner, 25cm in diameter,
fuelled by natural gas from the domestic supply. The exit fuel velocity is
0.017 ms- 1, giving an approximate heat output of 28kWand luminous flame height
of roughly 0.9m. The burner is mounted on a traverse having two degrees of
freedom, permitting movement of the flame in the vertical and horizontal
directions. A minimum separation of 2Scm is maintained between burner face and
floor to avoid air movement restrictions which might disturb the flame. The
burner is located in a test area 3m square by 4m high, enclosed by solid walls
on three sides and protected from draughts by a fine nylon mesh, screening the
fourth side.

Complete details of the LDA system and method of data reduction are des
cribed by Crauford (9). Briefly, the digital photon correlator constructs the
auto-correlation function of light scattered from naturally occurring soot par
ticles as they traverse the LDA fringe field. This function is an ensemble
average of many scattering events and joint velocity - temperature measurements
can only be obtained by direct conditioning of LDA velocity acquisition. The
latter is triggered by an externally generated strobe signal and the auto
correlation function is constructed in a piecewise manner from the selected
events. A fine wire thermocouple, positioned lmm upstream of the LDA fringe
volume, provides a continuous analogue signal which can be transformed into a
conditioning function by two discriminating threshold levels. The transitions
between levels lead to the sequential enabling and disabling of the correlator.
The strategy is illustrated schematically in Fig.l.

The ,thermocouple employed was constructed from a platinum/platinum-10%
rhodium wire combination, SOvm in diameter. On the scale of the flow distur
bances studied, the necessary thermocouple positioning upstream of the LDA
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fringe volume in order to function as a trigger was not considered significant.
By setting the temperature thresholds close together, with 50K separation, the
digital correIa tor only accepts scattered light pulses from the LDA photomulti
plier when the measured temperature lies within this narrowly defined range.
Ensemble averaging of these conditioned events, namely local velocity u given
that temperature T lies in the range To - 25 ~ To ~ To + 25 (K), permits a
representation of the joint probability density function (pdf) for u and T tobe
constructed. This will be described more fully in the following section.
Between eight and ten temperature gates giving distinct velocities could typic
ally be established, spanning the complete range of observed temperature fluc
tuations. The frequency response of the thermocouple was boosted by electrical
compensation for the effects of thermal inertia in order to resolve local flame
structure as clearly as possible.

Joint determinations of velocity and temperature from which turbulent
correlations can be estimated are reported here in the form of radial traverses
at two axial stations, z = 30cm. and 77cm. These locations distinguish approx
imately the lower and upper boundaries of the intermittently burning regime in
the flame studied. Below 30cm. the buoyantly-accelerated flame column is com
paratively well-defined whilst beyond 77cm. continuous flame is not observed
and significant dilution and partial mixing occurs.

Joint PDF Representation

The narrowly defined temperature windows permit the representation of the
temperature pdf as a series of delta functions, each centred within particular
temperature thresholds. By measuring the relative proportions of temperature
window open to closed (cf. Fig.l(c» and scaling to the value of the measured
mean temperature we construct the pdf. The velocity, associated with each con
ditioning temperature window and measured by the LDA, is determined in the form
of a mean value and accompanying rms fluctuation. Given the strengths of the
delta functions in the representation of the pdf for temperature, we can use
these to weight the contributions of the conditional velocities to the overall
velocity statistics. Comparisons between such estimates and unconditional
velocity measurements at the same location permit alternative prescriptions for
the joint pdf P(u,T) to be tested. Two prescriptions are described in this
paper; that the conditional velocity pdf P(u/T = Te ) is itself a delta function
centred on the measured mean value or that P(u/T = To) is Gaussian, having mean
and variance as measured.

The joint pdf P(u,T) is given by

P(u,T) ~ P(u/T = Te ) P(Te )

where the discretised pdf for conditioning temperature is
n

peT ) = \' a. 8 (T - T (d)
e L J e 0

d=l

.. (1 )

•• (2)

and where n denotes the number of temperature windows and ad is the strength of
the delta function corresponding to window-centre temperature T (d).

e
The conditional velocity distributions are then given either by

P(u[T

P(u[T

- (.)
8 (u - u J) or

{
(.)} 1 {[ (')]2 (')2}T

e
) ;;0 J - exp - u - 17 J /20 J

(.) (')2
where 17 J ,oJ denote the measured mean and variance
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conditioning temperature To(j}.

Not unexpectedly, the Gaussian form leads to a marginal distribution for
velocity on integration over To which predicts more closely the measured velo
city statistics in the absence of conditioning. The joint pdf P(u,T) corres
ponding to this case is illustrated in Fig.2. It must be emphasised that since
we are here triggering velocity data acquisition and ensemble averaging over
events distinguished by temperature and not merely partitioning a single velo
city time series, these comparisons are not trivial. The plausible reproduc
tion of unconditioned statistics is however crucial if we are to have confi
dence in the representation of the joint pdf and hence in estimates of velocity
temperature correlations.

Figure 2 reveals a significant spread of velocities associated with each
individual conditioning temperature and whilst there is a discernible displace
ment of conditional mean velocity, u(j}, to higher values with increasing
window temperature, there is also extensive overlapping(~ For conditioning
temperatures in the range 298 ~ To ~ 1887 (K), 1.5 ~ u J}~ 5.6 (ms- I ) , such
spread suggests that temperature alone would prove an unsuitable diagnostic for
local conditions - an important factor in relation to the 'two-velocities'
observed in the flame.

The LDA system detects the motion of naturally occurring particles, largely
of soot, as they pass through the fringe field. Small particles, produced in
the vicinity of the reaction zone, exhibit comparatively small axial velocities
(u < 2.6 ms- l ) and are subject to the more direct influence of the flapping
flame. More aged, larger particles, though fewer in number, are more strongly
accelerated in the buoyant fuel/product regions (u < 4.6 ms- I ) . These two
velocities can be distinguished at each location by varying the aperture of the
collection optics - the larger the aperture the more significant the contribu
tion from the large number of small particles accompanying the local flame
zone and vice versa. Two distinct mean velocities are observed at most posi
tions within the flame. The introduction of conditioning by local temperature
as a further descriptor of local state, additional to particle number density
and size, might be expected to offer some corroboration of this diagnosis.
However, it proved impossible to overwhelm the seeding bias simply by displacing
the temperature window and both velocities could be obtained over almost the
complete range of conditioning temperature. Since temperature is not an unam
biguous measure of local mixture state - the temperature mixture fraction
relationship is double-valued, for example - this observation is not entirely
unexpected, irrespective of any shortcomings in the measurement technique.

Table 1 presents comparisons at the z 30cm. station between unconditional
and conditional data using the alternative representations for the joint pdf
described earlier. Whilst the temperature statistics are satisfactorily repro
duced throughout, particularly in the centre of the flame, the velocities are
less satisfactory. The marginal pdfs for velocity, cf. eqns.(3) and (4), con
structed from conditional measurements, give mean velocities which compare
reasonably well with unconditioned measurements - discrepancies ~ 25% - but more
significant differences emerge in relation to the rms values. The delta function
representation leads to substantial under-estimates whilst the Gaussian form in
general leads to over estimation. Given the difficulties generally encountered
in velocity measurement in buoyant fires - the large amplitude, low frequency
flapping motion inevitably poses problems in relation to reproducibility even
in the absence of conditioning - the Gaussian joint pdf representation was deemed
sufficiently good for useful estimates of turbulent correlations to be made.

The estimates of u'T' are obtained by quadrature,
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uT =IIuT P(uIT = Tc) P(Tc)du d Tc
o

u'T' + uT •• (5)

the lower station. Since the occurrence
may quite simply reflect flame motion and
the mean temperature gradient is of

)Jt aT
p u'T'

- crT :iZ
would evidently prove unsatisfactory at
of buoyantly accelerated fluid elements
local heat release, any relationship to
limited mechanistic significance.

The turbulent flux is positive at all the stations investigated, peaking
off-axis at z = 30cm. but closer to the axis at z = 77cm. The mean temperature
gradient is small, but positive, at z = 30cm. and then decreases such that
aT < 0 at z = 77cm. A simple gradient description
:iZ

Comparisons with other measuremeritsare rrstricted to non-combusting heated
plumes. The relative flux intensity,u'T'/(UTZ)2(p7T)~,is comparatively insen
sitive to the particular application as shown in Fig.3 and a broad measure of
agreement is evident. At such levels the relative contribution of the turbulent
heat flux, in comparison with the convective flux, might be expected to be small.
The relative contributions are described in the following section.

MASS AND HEAT FLUX BALANCES

•• (6)

In estimating fluxes the contribution of the density is complex. Whilst the
flame is substantially isobaric from the standpoint of thermodynamic state, in
using methane as fuel we admit density variations resulting from both molecular
weight and temperature changes. Beyond z = 30cm. the mean mixture fraction is
everywhere small, f < 0.1 (7), and therefore the influence of molecular weight
may be as sumed small. We shall suppose p = p (T) such that pT = p T s whence the
mass flux crossing plane z may be written 0 0

m(z) =!pu dA =1vI p (T)u P(u, T) dT dU] dA, and from eqns. (2) and (4)

ri n! }pu =~ -. p(T/
j)

u(j) =~ aj Po T ~j) u
W

J=l J=l c

Similar expressions apply to momentum and energy flux correlations

pu2 = <::' u(j)2 a. p {~} and puT = f. a. u(j) pT. = up TL. J 0T~ I;j/) L J 0 0 0 0

j=l j=1

.. (7)

In the absence of detailed information of the type reported here it has been
customary to neglect the turbulent contribution to such expressions. In such

~ircumsIt;;;:c:s we WfO~d estim;;~ }th~mass_~~;x to be (8)

mm(z) =0 p u dA = /:i ajP(Tc ) /::; a j u ..

The turbulent contributio~ fro:~qnS['(6~ and

- - - J -(J)prur = pU - P u = p T '\" -- u -o of;-.. T f-i)
J=l c:"

(8) nis then J
L aj v;W

j=l

.. (9)
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The density-velocity correlation, estimated from eqn.(9), at two axial
stations, z = 30 and 77cm, is illustrated in Fig.4. The correlation is negative
at both stations across the complete flame and typically 10% of the mean flux,
pu. The results quoted relate specifically to the upper mean particle velocity
but relative flux levels, p'u'/p U, are comparable for the lower velocity also.
Despite the large-scale, buoyant flame motion the turbulent contribution is
therefore indicated to be quite small. Whilst uncertainties surround the effect
of molecular weight variations, not included in the density model, and the
measurement of temperature fluctuations, these levels are believed to be broadly
representative. The molecular weight effect might be incorporated using a flamelet
profile and flapping flame model (cf.(11,12» but in the present work we have
elected to minimise the modelling element introduced directly into the data
analysis.

Comprehensive mapping of the flame for velocity and temperature, including
their joint determination described earlier, permits important features of zonal
balances to be assessed. Fig.5 illustrates the data set in the form of radial
profiles at axial stations z = 0, 30 and 77cm, the latter defining the lower and
upper bounds of the intermittently burning regime. Additional data are reported
elsewhere (7, 9).

Mass momentum and energy balances are investigated in terms of the proper
ties summarised in Fig.6. The choice of a radius of l6cm. for the bounding
cylinder is arbitrary. This particular value is broadly representative of the
maximum flame width, attained in the neighbourhood of the z = 77cm. station, and
permits the air drawn into the burning zone from beneath the burner to be fea
tured in the 'source flow' at z O.

The mass flux crossing the z = 0 face, m(z = 0), comprises
R=16

m(z = 0) = mf + mal = rrR/ Pf u f + 2rrJ Pa ua l RdR

R=13

since the turbulent contributions are negligible. Normalising with respect to
the initial fuel flow, with R* = R/R

f
,

1 5

m(z = o)/mf = 1 + (Pa/Pf)J. (Ua/U
f)

dR*Z •• (10)

o

and substituting for the velocities (cf . Fig. 5),

.. (ll)36.

~(z = O)/~f = 11.5.

Given that stoichiometric methane combustion requires an air:fuel ratio of
approximately 18:1 it might be argued that more than half the air required enters
the flame through an annular region immediately surrounding the burner.However,
the large amplitude flame flapping motion suggests that such literal interpreta
tion of zonal balances of this type is potentially misleading. The mean radial
inflow velocity, v, in this region is shown in Fig.7. Whilst the fluctuating
component is substantially larger than the mean, there are no significant temp
erature fluctuations and it appears plausible to neglect the velocity-density
correlation. The mean flux into the reference cylinder over the height
o ~ z ~ 30 (cm), maz' is estimated from

. . J30
maimf = (Pa/P f) 2R~6 V (z) dz/uf "r

o

The radial inflow induced by buoyancy is thus substantially greater than that
drawn from below the burner and emphasises the importance of flame motion and
fluctuating heat release on distributed burning.
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The fluxes across the intermittently burning stations, z = 30 and 77cm, are
made rather ambiguous by the observation that the velocity field is characterised
by two distinctive velocities. However the density and area weighting favours the
wings of the flame where the differences between the two velocities is small. The
discrepancies between flux estimates is accordingly rather smaller than might have
been expected. Given the comparative sparseness of the conditioned data, these
fluxes are estimated from

J
l . 5

m(z)/mf=o (pii + p'u' }dJI*2/Pr f .. (12)

with p u determined from unconditioned measurements and p'u' alone by conditional
analysis (cf. Fig.4). We find

m(z = 30)/m
f

48 (lower mean velocities) or ~ 50 (upper mean velocities)

values which compare favourably with the sum of the fluxes into the cylindrical
volume, bounded by the planes z = 0 and 30cm, revealed in equations (10) and (11),
namely 47.5.

Adopting the same approach to the volume bounded by planes z = 30 and 77cms.
we find

73 and m(z 114 (lower mean velocities) or 175 (upper mean
velocities).

The difference between particle velocities is now significant across the
complete radius and the flux estimates reflect this fact. Whilst the mean temp
erature is now falling (cf.Fig.5) and, increasingly, dilution mixing occurs, some
burning is also observed. The flux across the plane z = 77cm. is at least five
times that required for complete combustion, a factor again emphasising the large
scale, intermittent nature of the flame.

Local apportioning of the scalar states g~vlng rise to the two distinctive
mean velocities has not proved possible. As indicated earlier the flux across
z = 30cm. is insensitive to the aperture setting although the lower mean velocity
gives a slightly better mass balance. Scaling the upper/lower bound estimates
crossing z = 77cm. to the net inflow suggests the relative contributions from
flame zone and burnt gas to be in proportions 8:1. This ratio seems unexpectedly
high, suggesting that the flame zone, lower bound velocity is the more represen
tative of mass average behaviour even close to the top of the visible flame. It
should be noted howevev that upper and lower mean velocities converge as z
increases (6). Also, the large radial in-flow, ma3, has been estimated from p V
in the absence of the radial velocity-density correlation. At z = 77cm. the
turbulent contribution is less plausibly neglected than at z = 30cm. in view of
flame spread. This contribution is expected to be positive, p'v' > 0, and so
augment the radial inflow. Increased flux from this source will evidently shift
the flame zone-to-burnt gas proportion towards the latter.

The moment~m and energy balances are less complete. The mean sensible
enthalpy flux, q(z), can evidently be calculated from conditioned measurements in
a manner analogous to the mass fluxes reported earlier. For

q(z) =J Cp (piiT) dA,
A

assuming constant specific heat, cr, and the density model introduced earlier
pT = constant = poTo then 1.5

q(z)/Qf = (Po/Pf) (Q/CpTo) J(ii/uf ) dR*2 .. (13)
o

where Qf is the fuel source energy flow rate and Q is the heat of reaction.

The normalised enthalpy fluxes crossing planes z = 30 and 77cm. are found
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to be

q(z 30)/Qf 0.79 (upper mean),'" 0.59 (lower mean)

q(z 77)/Qf 1.95 (upper mean),'" 0.96 (lower mean)

Such estimates are dependent on the mean velocity profiles and the ambiguity
introduced by upper and lower bounds is particularly marked at z = 77cm. Values
substantially in excess of unity are clearly unphysical. We expect the zona!
balances to be dominated by convective flux, chemical heat release rate (~ Qf)
and radiative loss. The lower mean velocity again suggests the more plausible
behaviour. Modelling assumptions such as constant mixture specific heat and
molecular weight introduce additional uncertainties into these estimates. The
zonal balances suggest that these uncertainties may be broadly comparable with
the radiative loss. Markstein (13) suggests from observation of propane flames
over a range of fuel flow rates that the radiative power is approximately 0.21 
0.25 times the total heat release. The radiative loss from methane flames, appro
priate to the present experiment, is typically smaller since the contribution
from luminous radiation is substantially reduced. Bearing this in mind, the energy
releases in the two zones (0 ~ Z ~ 30, 30 ~ z ~ 77 (cm)) appear to be roughly
comparable.

The momentum balance contains several terms which are inaccessible to measure
ment, in particular those relating ~ressure gradients and buoyancy. The quad
ratic nature of the momentum flux, pu , results in estimates which are strongly
influenced by differences in particle velocities. Normalised flux estimates from
the lower mean velocities are

~(Z)/{A ng fZ {p --p} dz ' tx 0.10 (0 ~ z ~ 30cm),' 0.26 (30 ~ z ~ ncm)
reJ 0 f

Zo

where Are! is the control volume cross sectional area and the centre-line mean
density, PZ' is assumed to be given by

p(,j = Po {1' /if } (0 ~ z ~ 20 (cm) )
IJ 0 Zmax

p {T /1'} (z > 20 (cm) )
o 0 Z

and Po is the ambient air density.

The use of centre-line density to model the buoyant contribution will lead
to an over-estimate of its effect since the mean density is a minimum there.
Whilst the absolute values are evidently uncertain the relative contributions
from the two zones are again broadly comparable. It was adjudged that a more
detailed assessment of the buoyant contribution by integration of the radial
profiles was unlikely to be more informative.

CONCLUSIONS

Gross inhomogenities in state and flow properties which are characteristic
of buoyant flames make the turbulent flow field accessible to conditional sampling
techniques. Temperatures measured by fine wire thermocouples are used to generate
a strobe signal which triggers LDA data acquisition. Velocity statistics con
ditional on local temperature result. These have been interpreted as a joint
probability density function for velocity and temperature. Results of an exten
sive mapping of the flow field are reported.

The joint pdf is used to estimate the axial turbulent fluxes arising in
mass, energy and momentum balances at two axial stations. The turbulent velocity
temperature correlation is revealed to be positive at both stations although the
gradient of mean temperature changes sign. The accompanying mass flux p 'u ' is
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negative but comparatively small, typically 10% of the flux estimated from mean
properties, p u.

Results of a simple control volume analysis for cylindrical volumes bounded
by planes z = 30 and 77cm. are presented. Some uncertainty is introduced into the
analysis by the observation of two mean particle velocities. The smaller of these
corresponds to the high number density of small particles in the vicinity of the
burning zone whilst the higher velocity is associated with the lower density of
larger, aged particles characteristic of fuel-product regions. Two zonal balances
suggest that the lower of these velocities is the more representative in the
region where the two velocities differ significantly.

The radial inflow, induced by large-scale flame motion and buoyancy, is
shown to be the principal component in the mass balances. However, a significant
air flow is induced from beneath the burner through an annular region immediately
surrounding it. The mass flux through the top of the control volume at z = 77cm.
is at least five times that required for complete combustion, illustrating the
large scale intermittent structure of the flame. The energy and momentum balances
are incomplete but the flux estimates suggest that chemical heat release and
buoyant acceleration are broadly comparable in the two zones. The radiative loss
cannot be distinguished from the uncertainties introduced in modelling, notably
the velocity ambiguity and molecular weight effects on the density field.
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R = 0 R = 4 R = 8 R = 12
Position, R(cm) Lower/upper velocities Lower fupper Lower! upper Lower fupper

u (ros-
I

) 2.27 3.94 1.73 2.75 0.71 0.74 0.32 0.33

;6(= uC) 2.69 3.59 2.10 2.22 1.07 0.98 0.30 0.32

(;:;-;2)" 0.75 0.93 0.55 0.96 0.35 0.37 0.24 0.24

(;:;-;2)t 0.29 0.49 0.27 0.41 0.34 0.32 0.12 0.12

(;;-;2)~ 1.11 1.11 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.26 0.26

T (K) 1225 946 757 453

To 1221 943 656 401

(T'2)" 304 358 311 224

(T'2)1 325 353 304 158

U'T' 93.51 114.61 88.70 114.54 92.68 84.77 20.90 20.18

'ii'T'lUlo 0.028 0.026 0.045 0.055 0.128 0.128 0.174 0.157

* 6, G subscr Ipt;e denote eat ama t e s from cond Lt.LonaL data US1.ug delta func t Lon and GaUSS1.an repre
sentations for velocity, cf . eqs , (3) and (4), respectively.

TABLE 1.

P(u, T)

0.1

0.05

Velocity and Temperature from Conditioned data at z = 30cm.

436 599 731 BS9 10B3 1286 1482 1674

Conditioning Temperature, Tc [K J

FIGURE 2. Joint Pdf for conditionally sampled velocity at z
upper mean velocity.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of
conditional sampling strategy.
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